VICTAuce OF Port WASHINGTON NoRTH

2. Repeal of the "GENERAL INSPECTIONS FOR THE APPROVAL OF PLANS IN THE

a meeting of the board. The clerk will then arrange for a public hearing of
shall be read with the clerk of the board at least twenty days before a
plan, accompanied by the fee prescribed by VITAGE local law, said application
prints of the final plan and sketch prints of the street, lot and drainage
and certificate of record title in the name of the applicant, and also after
of title or an approved title company and in your satisfaction to the board;
seal of the mortgagor (s) of the tract of the tract, together with a certificate
and the estimate of the cost of platting improvements and utilities, and the con-
and in addition, the application for the consentsation of the board,
the plating plans present to plating clerk, whom same provided by the board.
the plating shall within sixty months after approval of the pro-
the meeting of the board at which the application will be considered.
the clerk of the board will notify the plating officer of the date and time
of the application for the conssentation of the board, and in addition, the application
the plating officer will come to the agent small present at the plating
VICTAuce OF Port WASHINGTON NoRTH to read as follows:

PROCEEDINGS AND THE CONSENT OF THE PLANNING BOARD OF THE INCORPORATED
1. Amendment of subsections A and B of Section 11 of the "RULES OF
were duly approved by the board of trustees on November 17, 1976.